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Chapter r 

Productionn of steel; from iron 
oree to soda cans 

Productionn of steel is a complex process in which iron ore is reduced to metallic 
iron.. Further refinery of the formed iron to steel is performed by carefully 
removingg and adding certain elements such that finally the product meets 
certainn quality standards. The description of the production of steel given 
inn this chapter concerns the steel production process currently in use at the 
Hoogovenss steel company. In the future, probably other methods such as thin 
slabb casting of steel wil l become more common because of the decreased time 
betweenn order and delivery. This introduction to the production of steel should 
helpp the reader to put the research presented in this thesis into perspective. 
Therefore,, a general description of the production process is given with some 
moree detail of those parts of the production process that were included in the 
researcha. . 

2.11 Raw materials 

Forr the production of steel mainly two raw materials are of importance: iron 
oree and coke. Besides these two. other materials such as scrap, pure (or near 
too pure) metals and gas like oxygen and argon are used during the production 
process.. Iron ore and coke, however, are the two start ing materials which are 
fedd into the blast-furnaces. 

"Thee information presented in this chapter has been gathered from a technical report' 
andd personal communications.10 

2 2 
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Figuree 2.1: Places where iron ore is found over the world. 1) Carol Lake and Mount 
Wright.. Canada: 2) Orinoco. Venezuela: 3) Marcona, Peru; 4) Itabira. 
Fertecoo and Samarco, Brazil: 5) Kiruna. Sweden: 6) Malmberget, Swe-
den;; 7) Granada. Spain; 8) Krivoi Rog. Russia: 9) Bong Range. Liberia: 
10)) Goa. India: 11) Mount Newman, Australia; 12) Hamersley and Robe 
River.. Australia. 

2 .1 .11 I r o n ore 

Thee solid crust of the earth consists for approximately 5% of Iron (Fe). Con-
centratedd regions of iron oxide are found as magmatic or sedimentary deposit. 
Magmaticc iron ores originate from molten magma that penetrated the solid 
crustt of the earth. The ferrous compounds crystallized at an early stage and 
precipitatedd to layers of iron oxide which can become huge such as Swedish 
magmaticc iron ore reserves in Kiruna and Malmberget (5 and 6 in Figure 2.1). 
Thesee reserves consist mainly of FeaO j and therefore are called magnetite ores. 
Magnetitee ores consist for 72.4% of Fe. 

Anotherr source of iron ore is sedimentary iron ore. Iron minerals became 
concentratedd when, due to erosion (wind, water, frost), parts of the; earth crust 
weree transported to, for instance, the bottom of the sea. Due to selection 
(basedd on particle size and other physical properties) natural concentration 
tookk place;. The so-called sedimentary iron ore is found as haematite (Fe-iOr-j) 
whichh consists for 70% of Fe. Haematite is found at for instance; Carol Lake. 
Mountt Wright and Itabira (1 and 4 in Figure 2.1). 

AA third kind of iron ore is of lateritic origin. This kind of ore is a residual of 
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Sinterr Pellets 

Figuree 2.2: Drawings of two forms in which coke is used for steel making: sinter 
(5-255 mm) and pellets (10-15 nun). 

materiall  which resided after all other components of the rock was washed away 
byy water. Again, natural concentration occurred leaving the water containing 
oxidee limonite (Fe203-nH-2()) behind which contains approximately 50-60% of 
Fe.. Places where oxide limonites are found are Orinoco. Goa and Robe River 
(2.. 10 and 12 in Figure 2.1). 

Ironn ore dug from the mines has to be prepared in such a way that an optimal 
processs control is possible in the blast-furnace. Many factors have a certain 
influencee on the efficiency of the blast-furnace process. One of those factors is 
thee quality of the iron ore which has to comply with two important properties: 

 The reducing gasses which flow through the blast-furnace must not be 
obstructedd (open structure of the ore). 

 The reducing' gasses must be able to reach the iron ore in order to let 
reductionn of oxidic iron take place quickly (high surface to volume ratio 
off  the ore). 

AA good permeability of the blast-furnace can be obtained by choosing the 
rightt particle size of the charge (between 5 and 50 mm). Besides that, the par-
ticless need to be strong enough during reduction in order to prevent crumbling 
off  the particles which would reduce the permeability. Two forms of prepared 
ironn ore are used in the blast-furnace namely sinter and pellets (Figure 2.2). 

P r o d u c t i o nn of s inter 

Sinterr production is started by mixing iron ore. coke (fuel) and additives to-
getherr to produce a homogeneous mixture. Water and quicklime are added 
inn order to produce micropellets. In the; sinter furnaces, the small particles 
aree baked together to form larger particles of sinter. The temperature in the 
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furnacee (1300 C) is high eniough to ignite the fuel (coke1) which is mixed with 
thee iron ore. The temperature increases to 1400 C which is just high enough 
too let the iron ore particles melt together. The large1 slabs of sinten- are1 bre')kem 
andd cooler! down. The1 e-oolexl elown sinter is siewed and particles in be'twTem 
55 and 25 mm are1 useel for the1 blast-furnae-es. 

Productionn of pellets 

Pelletss or balls of' irem ore1 are1 fonne'el frenn veny hue1 partie-les of iron ore1 and 
aelelitie)iis.. As a first step in proelue-ing pe'lk'ts. iron ore1 anel aeleiitiems are1 

grounell  thoroughly to form partk-k's smalleT than 0.045 mm. Aften- grineling. 
the11 powelend material is mixed with wat en- to form sewalleel greem pedlets. 
The'se11 given pellets are1 still we-t anel soft and have1 to be' baked into harel 
p(41ets.. Aften- baking at a tempenature1 of 1.T20 C. the1 pellets are1 skwed and 
the11 fractkm smalle1!- than 3 mm is used for the1 proeluctkm e)f sinten-. The 
fractie)uu in be^wenni 3 anel 25 mm is useel in the1 blast-furnaces. 

2.1.22 Coke 

Fe)rr the proeluction e)f e-e)ke1. e-e>als are useel. These1 cejals originate1 from the re-
mainss of' plants that lost, their gasexms constituents such as hyeirogeni. e:arbon 
dioxidee anel methane1 under influence of tennpen'a.ture1 and pressure. The more 
gaseumss e'onstituents are lost, the highen- the c:ari)on ceme-entratiem beie-e)meis. 
Ann ine-rcase1 in e-arbon e-ontenit results in a change1 of appearance1 ranging from 
lirownn ve'ge^able moulel thremgh black graphite1 anel transparent eliamemel. The1 

coalss used for ste l̂ pndue-tkm contain in between 18 anel 35/I gasenms e-emipe>-
nents.. The1 coke wlhe-h is proelue-eel f're)in the1 coals have1 thre1*1 main fune'tions 
inn the blast-furnace process: 

 Find in orelen- to kov\> anel bring the1 furnace up to the1 right tennpen'ature1. 

 Reeluctktn of iron oxide te) atomic iron. 

 Meatus to maintain the1 pen-mevibility of the1 blast-furnace; charge1 for gas-
sen. . 

Ass a first sten> in forming cê ke1 for- the1 blast-furnae'e1. the1 cejals are1 bre)kem into 
pieevs.. Aften- breaking. 70f/( êf all partie4es must be1 smallen- than 2 mm. The1 

particle'ss of e-e)al are1 prei)areid by berating in coke1 ovenis until approximately 
10000 'C. During this preje^ss. the1 cemls are1 isedatenl from air. The1 gaseous 
compoundss are1 separated from the1 soliel e-arbon anel the small particles e>f e-oal 
niedtt te)geither theTe'by forming the1 e-oke1 whie-h is needed. The1 coke1 is "we'll 
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(lone""  at this stage1 of the1 piocrss. At that moment the coke has been heated 
duringg a period of in between 16 and 20 horns. After this time, the roke is 
removedd from the coke1 machine and to prevent the coke from burning it is 
quenchedd with water. The cooling is performed with a predestined amount oi 
waterr to ensure that tin1 water content is in between 4 and a1/. The coke is 
sievedd and three1 fractions are distinguished: 

 0-20 mm: Used for iron ore preparation. 

 20-35 mm: Fine coke for usage1 in blast-furnace. 

 > 35 mm: Rough coke1 tor usage1 in blast-furnace1. 

Besidess the1 (-e)ke1 produced in the cejke1 ewems. also penvdereel coals are1 usenl 
inn the1 blast-furnaces. The^e1 sewalled injection coals are1 pnxluceel by grinding 
the11 coals in ball mills. 

2.22 Blast-furnaces 

Inn Figure1 2.3 a schematic drawing of a blast-furnace is prescntevl. The mouth 
off  the1 furnace1 is situates! at the top and is shut off from the1 air by meatus 
e>ff  a gas lock which consists of 2 valves. The1 base material of sten1! (sinter, 
pelletss and e-oke) and additional material is (debated to the1 memth and cast 
intoo the1 top of the1 blast-furnace above the1 small valve1 (Figure1 2.3"). Wheui 
thee small valve1 is e)pein<iel. the material emters the1 space1 in be^ve-eut the small 
andd the1 large valve1 (Figure1 2.3 ). The small valve1 is close'd again and the1 

space11 in between the1 upper and the1 lowvr valve1 is rillen! further by repeating 
the11 above1 sequence. Aft<T a few sequencers, the small valve is closed anel the 
large11 valve is opened. The usage1 of the1 two valves pievemts cemtaet be-tweeui 
airr and contents of the1 blast-furnace1. As soon as the1 large1 valve1 is opemeel. 
the11 raw material falls into the1 furnace1 via arniemr plating (Figure1 2.3') that 
cann dhvel the material to piedestined plaees in the1 fumaee. Other type's e>f 
blast-furnace'ss exist but the- elescription of othe'r seit-ui)s is beyonel the1 se-ejpe e)f 
thiss chapter. 

Ironn euc is a mixture1 of mainly iron oxides and gangue1'. In t he1 blast-furnace1, 
ironn ejxide' is leelueeel to metallic- iron anel it is theieby separaten! from the1 

gangue1.. The1 gangue1 appears as slag floating on the1 surface of the1 hemic! metal. 
The11 processes of reduction and separation can only take1 place1 wlien lieat anel 
aa minc ing ageuit are1 provider! and here is whine the1 e-oke comes back into the1 

' 'Ganifiicc is the eoininerriallv worthless mar ter in metal or mineral deposi t .- ' 
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Wagon n 

Figuree 2.3: Schematic presentation of a blast-furnace and the use of valves for fillin g 
thee blast-furnace: a) both valves closed: b) small valve opened, large 
valvee closed: c) small valve closed, large valve opened, the material falls 
intoo the blast-furnace shaft. 
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picture.. Coke1 works both as a reducing agent and as a source1 of heat. Also, 
cokee has a high melting point and therefore1 serves as a kind of matrix which 
givess porosity to the contents of the blast-furnace. Porosity is needed for both 
floww of liquid metal and How of gas. Without this porosity, the furnace would 
clog. . 

Fillin gg of the blast-furnace is performed almost continuously. While new 
solidd material is added to the top. preheated air with a temperature between 
9500 and 1300 °C (even higher when powdered coals are injected) is blown in 
att the1 bottom. Coke, close1 to the points of entrance of the1 preheated air burns 
intensivelyy and at those1 points, temperatures between 2000 and 2400 °C can 
bee reached. 

The11 coke in the blast-furnaces wil l burn anel the formed carbon dioxide wil l 
reducee immediately to e'arbem monoxide1 elue1 to the intense1 heat {equation 2.1). 

CC + 0-> —> CO-, 
2.1) ) 

C 022 + C —  2 CO 

The11 carbon monoxide wil l react with the1 iron oxide. An example of such a 
reactionn is presented in equation 2.2 in case1 of the iron oxiele1 Fe^O. .̂ 

33 Fe^O.s + CO —> 2 Fo: J0, + C 02 

Fe.jO,, + CO —> 3 FeO + C 02 (2.2) 

FeOO + CO —> Fe1 + C 02 

Thiss type1 of reduction is also known as indirect reductiem and takes place1 

inn the upper part of the blast-furnace when1 the temperature's are in between 
5700 and 1000 CC. Lower in the blast-furnace1 whe're temperatures above 1000 °C 
prevail,, the C 02 formed according to equatkm 2.2 immeeliately reduces back 
too carbem monoxide according to equatiem 2.3 due to the high temperature1 

andd the abundance of'carbon (coke). 

FeOO + CO —> Fe- + C 02 
(2.3) ) 

C 022 + C —> 2 CO 

Combiningg both reae-tions in equation 2.3 and deleting equal components on 
bothh site's of the equatiem. equation 2.4 is e)btained which is known as direct, 
rerluction.. Indirect reductiem is preferred! because that type of reductiem is 
lesss emergy consuming. 

FeOO + C —> Fe + CO (2.4) ) 
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Sidee of blast-furnace 

Slagg gutter 

Figuree 2.4: Schematic presentation of the separation between hot metal and slag at 
thee outlet of the blast-furnace. 

2.2.11 Tapping 

Thee liquid metal formed in the blast-furnace is called hot metal (sometimes 
referredd to as pig iron) and still needs to be converted to steel. Hot metal 
andd slag flow out of the blast-furnace and are separated from each other by 
meanss of a skimmer (Figure 2.4). The hot metal (which still contains some 
slag)) is cast into torpedos (Figure 2.5) which transport it to the steel factory 
byy railway. 

Figuree 2.5: A so-called torpedo, used for transport of hot metal by railway. 
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Tablee 2 .1 : Examples of the composition of a number of steels. 

Typee Properties Added clement: 
Alloyed,, refined steel Hi»h strength and toughness Ni. Cr. \ '. Mo. Wo 
Durablee steel Higher durability Mn. sometimes Cr 

orr Mo 
Stainlesss steel Resistant to rust and acid Extra Cr. Xi. Mo. 

Ti i 
Heatt resistant steel Resistant to high temperatures. Cr or Cr and Ni. 

Suitablee for exhaust pipes of motors possibly Ti 
Allovedd tool steel Loses toughness above GOO C Wo. Cr. Y. Co 

2.33 Steel Production 

Manyy different procedures have been invented for the conversion of hot metal 
intoo steel (Frischen. Puddle process. Bessemer process. Siemens-Martin pro-
cess.. Thomas process. Oxygen steel processes and electrical processes such as 
arc-furnace,, induction-furnace and resistance-furna.ee). Al l techniques have in 
commonn that the carbon is reduced to an acceptable level by means of com-
bustion.. The production of pun1 oxygen can be performed in an economically 
soundd way and therefore, at Hoogovens, oxygen is blown on the liquid metal 
bathh to reduce the carbon content in the metal bath. 

2.3.11 What is steel? 

Steell  is malleable iron. The reason why the hot metal produced in the blast 
furnace11 is not referred to as steel is that the carbon content is too high and 
therefore,, the hot metal is not malleable. During the reduction process in the 
blast-furnace,, carbon has been dissolved in the liquid iron and appears as iron 
carbidee (Fe:1C) or as graphite in the iron. The amount of carbon in hot metal 
rangess from 4 to 4.5'/ and causes the solid material to be hard and brittle. 
Millin gg or welding of this material is not possible. Reduction of the carbon 
content,, below a concentration of l.W( results in obtaining a material that is 
referredd to as steed. Summarizing, in the blast-furnace carbon is added to 
remove11 oxvgvn bondevl to iron and in the1 next phase1, oxygem is added to the1 

liquidd metal bath to remove dissolved carbon. 

Manyy different tvpes of steel exist of whie-h a number are1 summarized in 
Table11 2.1. Even small differences in concentration can make1 a large difference 
inn pre)perties of the1 steel product. 

http://resistance-furna.ee
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Tablee 2.2: Typical desired concentrations in hot metal for the oxygen steel process 

Element t 

C C 

Mn n 

Si i 

P P 

s s 

c c oiicentrat ionn in 

4.50'/ / 

0.70';? ? 

().57'/f f 

0 .11 '/ / 

0.020';? ? 

hot t metal l C C onceii trat ionn in steel 

0.066 ' / 

0.355 «/ 

oo rx 
0.0144 ' / 

0.0100 rA 

2.3.22 Oxygen steel process 

Hott metal is the main base material for the oxygen steel process. To guarantee 
continuityy of the process, certain elements have to be present in a certain 
concentrationn as shown in Table 2.2 for most types of steel. 

Phosphoruss and sulphur need to be removed from the hot metal. Adding 
simultaneouslyy oxygen and lime causes most of the phosphorus to end up in 
thee slag layer that floats on top of the hot metal. For the desulphurization. 
limee is needed as well. Before further processing the material, the slag layer is 
removedd to prevent the sulphur from re-entering the hot metal at a later stage 
off  the process. 

Besidess hot metal, also scrap is an important base material. The concen-
trationss in scrap material are already at or near the target concentrations if 
thee material originates from the own factories. Scrap material obtained from 
otherr sources are added as well but may contain significantly different concen-
trationss than those? apparent in own scrap. Due to this diversity, input of scrap 
hass to be controlled such that target concentrations of certain elements, which 
art11 difficul t to remove?, are not exceeded. Refinement of hot metal is based 
onn the oxidation or combustion of undesirable elements. Some elements more 
readilyy bind to oxygen and are therefore mort1 easy to remove than others. 
Inn the process of oxidation the sequence of combustion is as follows: silicon, 
manganese,, carbon, iron. Carbon oxide escapes as a gaseous compound while 
siliconn oxide, manganese oxide and iron oxide are absorbed by the slag layer. 
Oxidationn of the various elements frees a huge amount of energy in the form of 
heatt which is used for melting scrap material. Addition of solid sera]) is needed 
too prevent the eonvertor from being damaged by extensive heat development. 

AA pear shaped eonvertor is used for the*  oxygen steel process. Oxygen 
(99.66 %) is blown on the surface1 of the steel bath in orden- to oxidize the 
undesirablee elements. The1 eonvertor is loaded with liquid hot metal (75%). 
solidd scraj) (25'X) and additional material (for example lime1 to form a slag 
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layer).. After loading the convertor. oxygen is blown on the surface of the 
liquidd metal. The blowing of oxygen on the surface takes place with such a 
forcee that the slag layer floating on top of the liquid metal is blown aside. 
Temperaturess in the range of 2500 - 3000 °C are reached at the spot where 
directt contact between metal surface; and oxygen occurs. In order to obtain 
aa good mixing effect, gas (argon) that enters the convertor through holes in 
thee bottom, is blown through the liquid metal. This helps to homogenize the 
contentss of the convertor in both temperature and composition. 

Whenn the batch of steel has reached the target composition and tempera-
ture,, the batch is cast into a ladle while additional materials such as ferrous 
manganesee and aluminium are added. The amount and type of additions are 
dependent,, upon the demand of the customer. When the steel is cast into the 
ladle,, part of the slag is cast into the ladle as well. The steel in the ladle is 
transportedd to the stirring station or to the vacuum ladle degasser. 

Att the stirring station, the inert gas argon is blown through the liquid steel 
too obtain homogeneity in both content and temperature. Ladle additions are 
madee as well depending upon the type of steel to be prepared. The time 
neededd to obtain the target temperature and the amount of additions needed 
too obtain the target concentrations are estimated from measurements and 
models.. Before sending the batch of steel to the casting machines, a final 
samplee is taken and measured through spark optical emission spectrometry 
(seee Chapter 4). 

Afterr the conversion of hot. metal into steel in the convertor. the obtained 
materiall  contains a lot of dissolved oxygen. One method of removing the 
oxygenn from the steel bath is by addition of aluminium and/or silicon to the 
steel.. A disadvantage of this method is that inclusions such as AI2O3 and SiC>2 
wil ll  evolve. As inclusions are not allowed in some types of steel, the vacuum 
ladlee degasser has been developed with which dissolved gas in the steel bath 
cann be removed without adding aluminium or silicon to the steel bath. Still , 
aluminiumm is added to the steel bath to remove oxygen but the aluminium 
oxidess are allowed to migrate to the slag layer by extending the waiting time 
betweenn degassing and further processing of the liquid steel. The vacuum ladle 
degasserr is used when: 

 Only an extremely low level of inclusions is allowed. 

 A very low carbon concentration has to be obtained. 

 A very low hydrogen concentration has to be obtained. 

Inn the vacuum ladle degasser (Figure1 2.6) the pressure is reduced from 1000 
mbarr to 0.7 mbar. Due to this low pressure, dissolved gas in the steel bath wil l 
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Figuree 2.6: Schematic representation of the vacuum ladle degasser. 

diffusee more readily from the dissolved to the gaseous state. To obtain a low 
pressure,, a so-called vacuum vessel is immersed into the steel bath. Next, the 
pressuree is reduced by pumping gas out of the vacuum vessel which consists of 
twoo snorkels. Through one of these snorkels, argon or nitrogen gas is entered. 
Thee combination of blowing and suction, causes the steel bath to be pumped 
around.. When the target concentrations are reached, atmospheric pressure is 
retainedd and the batch of steel is transported to the casting machine. 

2.3.33 Continuous Casting process 

AA schematic representation of the continuous casting machine is shown in 
Figuree 2.7. A ready made batch of steel coming from the stirring station or 
thee vacuum ladle degasser is cast into the so-called tundish (a) through the 
submergedd entry nozzle or SEN (b). The steel flows through the two outlets 
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Figuree 2.7: Schematic presentation (front view) of the casting machine, a) tundish; 
b)b) submerged entry nozzle; c) mould; d) slabs; e) outlets of the tundish. 

(e)) into the mould (c) where the steel is shaped into slabs (d) or blooms0. 
Inn order to obtain slabs of a certain length, cutting torches are used to cut 

thee slabs into pieces of a certain length. Figure 2.8 shows a more detailed 
presentationn of the continuous casting machine. 

Thee tundish serves both as a buffer and a distribution tank. A buffer is 
neededd to be able to cast a number of ladles of steel after each other without 
interruptingg the casting process. From the tundish. the steel flows into the 
mouldss in which the steel is cooled down and shaped as rectangular slabs 
whilee moving continuously (Figure 2.9). 

Duringg the casting process, the steel surface in the; tundish is covered with 
aa powder which has three purposes: 

•• To prevent the steel bath from cooling. 

•• To prevent oxidation of aluminium. 

•• To absorb non-metallic compounds such as aluminium oxide. 

rThee steel can be cast into blooms or slabs. The research was focussed on the production 
off slabs and therefore, only the casting of slabs of steel will be discussed. 
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 i

Figuree 2.8: Schematic presentation (side view) of the casting machine 

Figuree 2.9: A slab of steel ejected from the casting machine is cut while moving out 
off  the mould. 
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Figuree 2.10: Schematic representation of the hot mill . 

Too grease the mould, casting powder is added to the mould. The molten 
powderr is a good heat conductor and provides for a good heat conduction 
betweenn the solidified surface and the mould. In the mould, a solid layer 
off  steel of about 15 mm is formed. Further solidification takes place in the 
remainderr of the casting machine under influence of cooling by water or a 
mixturee of water and air. The formed slabs are cut into pieces of desired 
lengthh by means of oxygen-methane burners which move along with the slab 
whilee cutting the slabs. 

2.44 Rolling Mill s 

2 .4 .11 H o t m i l l i n g 

Slabss of steel with a maximum thickness of 228 mm can be reduced to a 
minimumm thickness of 1.5 mm by means of hot milling. Before this process, 
thee steel is heated to a temperature in the range of 1150-1270 °C. Heating of 
thee material has two purposes: improvement of the structure on a microscopic 
scalee and facilitation of the millin g process. Millin g is performed by means of 
pressuree practised on the steel slabs by means of a series of cylinders as shown 
schematicallyy in Figure 2.10. 

Thee slab becomes thinner and thereby also longer. At the- end of the milling 
process,, the steel is rolled onto reels. The rolls of steel can be transported to 
customerss outside the steel company or processed further to improve durability 
orr to transform the steel into products like thin plates for soda cans. 

2 .4 .22 C o l d m i l l i n g 

Furtherr reduction of the hot milled product with a thickness of 2-5 mm to a 
productt with a thickness of 0.15-3 mm is possible by means of cold milling. 
Coldd milling of steel is performed because: 
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•• it results in a product wit h a liigheT surface quality then the half proeluci. 
hott milled steel: 

•• the thickness of'1 lit1 final result can lie controlled better than is the case 
withh hot milling: 

•• a thinner product is needed and this is possible with the cold milling 
process. . 

Duringg hot milling, an oxidi/ed surface is formed on the steel surface due 
too oxidation by oxygen from the surrounding air. 1 nis oxide hide is capable 
off eloing much damage to the milling cylinders of the cold milling machine 
andd therefore the oxide hide has to be removed before cold milling. Removal 
takess place by means of pickling of' the oxide surface through acid. During the 
picklingg the iron oxide1 on the surface of the steel is red need according to the 
chemicall reactions presented in equation 2.5. 

Fe.O.jj -f 6 HC1 —> 2 FeCl.< + 3 H,() 

Fe;1()ii + 8 HC1 —> FeCF + 2 FeCl:i + 4 H2() (2.5) 

Fe()) + 2 HC1 —> FeCl2 + H,() 

Threee diHerent chemical redactions are1 shown because the1 e)xiele laveer consists 
ejff haematite (FrL>():{). magnetite (Fe : i()|) and wiistite1 (FeO). After removal of 
the11 ejxiele1 layer, the stekel plate' is rinsenl with water and dried by air. Next, the 
surface11 is coveTenl with an emiulsion of 20'X oil in wateT to reelwe1 the1 friction 
be'twe'enn mills anel steed ]>latc. 

The11 thie-kness is reeluced by ihe1 cold milling machine which is presented 
schematicallyy in Figure1 2.11. The erxtra support rolling mills are1 needed to 
preventt the1 working mill from bending due1 tej the1 high pressure. Due1 to the1 

strongg transformation eluring milling, the1 structure1 of the cold milleel material 
hass e'hangevl dramatically which results in a V(TV temgh but bivakable1 material. 

Inn ordeT to obtain a strong material that is le'ss vulnerable1 t.o breaking, 
ann annevding trevitmemt is peM'fbrmexl aftVr colel milling the thin plate1. An 
impmve'ell structure1 on microse-opic scale1 is obtained by mevtns of controlleel 
heatingg of the1 ce>lel milled! plate1 material. 

AA final milling process (pe>st milling) after the1 annealing treatment is per-
forineHll to imprejve1 the crystalline1 strue-ture1 of the1 ste-e1! plate1. 
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Figuree 2.11: Schematic representation of the cold mill . 

2.55 Further handling 

Too give added value1 to the; product, the cold milled plate material can be fur-
therr processed by means of galvanization, tinning or painting. Applications 
forr these kind of thin covered plate material can be found in automobile indus-
tries,, ceilings, walls, prefab buildings, central heating boilers, Venetian blinds, 
etc. . 

Tinplatee is used for the production of. for example, soda cans. The process 
off  t inning is performed by means of electrolysis. Finally, from the iron ore 
describedd in the beginning of this chapter, the material is produced that forms 
thee basis for soda cans. It should have become clear that process control 
andd scheduling play important roles in the total process of steel making. The 
processs steps are strongly tied together and therefore improvement of one 
processs phase involves many of the other process phases. A high standard in 
processs control and therefore also a high standard in analytical measurements 
iss needed in order to meet the targets given by the customers. 
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